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1. Intrcduction ' 

Whenever bowdry layer separation occurs in tiic-dimensional 
supersonic flow there is a fnirly sharp increase of pressure before 
separation. It is found that the ratio of the pressure at the 
separation point S to the pressure at the position 0 just upstream 
of the sharp pressure rise, 89 in Fig. 1, usually depends primarily on 
the external-flow Mwh number and state of the boundsry layer at 0, 
snd is not gres.tly affected by the nature of the psrticulsr oyency 
provoking separation. This is in marked contrast to the state of 
affairs in subsonic flow, and in fsct 15n this respect conditions in 
supersonic flow are much siqler than those at low speeds. The 
reason for this siqlific3tion is ns follows:- 

The pressure rise just before separation is usud.ly 
sufficiently steep for the slope of the wall at S not to differ 
appreciably from that at 0 even though the ~3‘11 May be curved. 
Hence unless compression waves generated by some upstre‘am source strike 
the bowdry layer between 0 OICI S, the compression between these 
two positions must arise fromwithin the boundaq layer, from the 
external flow being deflected due to the thiokeniq of the boundary 
layer. This thickcntig, however, is in turn dua to the compression. 
There mxd therefore be 3n cquilibriutn beixeen the thicken- and the 
compression, and this equilibrium condition ensures tliat the pressure 
distribution between 0 anEL S is primw?ily dependent only on 
conditions at 0. Of course the position of 0 ~511 dcpen& on the 
particular agency used to provcke separation. Thus ii" sepwdion is 
oouscd by a step in the wnll, as in Fig, 2, the distance of separation 
upstre,sm of the step NilI depend 0~1 the step height. But if steps of 
different heights xrc used and d.justcd in position along the ~~11 so 
that the position of 0 remains the ssmc (conditions up&roam or 0 
being unaltered) then th2 preswre distribution between 0 anii S 
will remain apLxx&wtcly unaltered. There 1,~y be small variations in 
it beos.use the boundary conditions* imposed downstream by the psrticti1s.r 
step provoking se&ration probably affect not only the position Of 
separation, but .&LSO to a subsid&ry extent the shspes of the velocity 
profiles at scp&t$on. However thcsc latter effects arc sxdl 
especially %hcn separation %cur s well upstream of the pwticular agency 
vrhich CZUW~ it. 
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Em.mples of possible oauscs of sepzzatiofl sm (a) a step in 
the ~Ki.1, as already mentioned, (b) a .ti-e o on the wall, (c.) an 
externally-generated oblique shock or (d a nerr-no-1 shock, as 5n "F; 
lxgs. 2-5. With types (b) ana (al the overall pressure increase 
imposed on the boundary layer rwst be greater than some min%w if 
sepration is to occur at a.n upstream position where the equilibrium 
conditions discussed above zpply. With near-normal shocks just 
strong enough to cause separation (at l@.; upstream &ch numbers) the 
base of the shock becows cwvcc? and is "softened" into a band of 
compression wives. Stronger normal shocks (at higher upstream 1&h 
numbers) become bifurcated at the base, with an inclined fmnt limb of 
compression ~;sves arising from the separation region, aa in Pig. 5. 
In both cases the compression waves in the region of scpsrntion conform 
to the boundary layer thickening and to the pressure gradient the 
boundary layer ccw star& Probably the separation pressure is 3gai.n 
dependent on the particular contitions downstreLun to a slight extent, 
but not very nwh SO. 

Hence in most cases in supersonic flow it is possible to 
treat the ratio of the presswe at separation to the "undisturbed" 
pressure just upstream as 3 hctlon only of the upstreamboundary 
hyer condition and external-f'lolv Maoh nu&er, The boundary layer 
condition depends pz5nzzil.y on whether the flow is l.sm&r or 
turbulent, on Reynolds number, and on whether or not them is heat 
transfer between the wLL1 and the boundary layerl,2. (The data 
discussed bclcw refer to the zem heat tmnsfer condition.) If 
favourable pressure gndients act on the boundary layer i-icll upstream 
of separation, as is usually the case with an aerofoil, they will have 
SOTM: effect on the separation conditions, but probably not 3 very large 
one. 

2. Results for Laminar L?yers 

'&en, ssy, an oblique shock strikes n boTw%wy Lyer which 
in the absence of the shock is laminar, a flav pattern znd pressure 
distribution ELY in Fig. 4 is often observed. 'Veil ahead of the shock 
there is a "foot" on the pressure distribution curve. The pressure 
rises steeply just upstream of sepwation and downstream of separation 
the pressure gradients become mch s,r?llcr. They increase again when 
transition occurs which, r;ith fairly strong shocks, is often upstresm 
of the shock. In these circumstances the equilibrium conditions 
discussed above apply to the whole of the Lm5.r~~ foot*. It is e3sy 
to determine from the pressure distribution (or, less accurately, from 
the angle of the flow at the ed e of the separated lsminar layer, as 
shown in 3 Schlicmn photograph F the pressure at the "top" T of the 
foot. This position c3n be tdcen ‘as the second point of inflexion 
in the pressure distribution, ss show? in Fig. 4. The pressure st T 
is a function primwily of the boudary layer conditions at 0, ~3rd 
is insensitive to shook strength bconusc of the equilibrium conditions. 
thus in Fig. 6 expcmntal rcsults3,4 obtained at a free-stream IG.ch 

2(a - PO) 
number of 2 for the pressure coefficient cpT (defined as cpT ----------I 

YM3 Po 
where II 3.d PO 'are the free-stream Mach number and the pressure et 
0) are plotted against the Reynolds number Q based on the distance 
from 0 to the leading edge of the plate on Aichthc boundary-13yer 
was forrled. It is seen that the results for 3 wide rsnge of shock 
strengths lie on s single ourvc. 

Frcssure/ 

*However cwture of the v&l may be a rel.evant factor since the slop0 
of the vizll. m3y change appreciably over the whole length of the foot, 
which is much greater than the short length OS. 
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Pressure distributions containing a leminar "foot" are also 
Obh.i.ileil lnlcn different agcncics are used to provoke separation. In 
Fig. 7 experimental results from Cl.1 ovailnble sources am plotted 
ag<ainst R,*. It can be seen that C,T dccro~cn with increasing 

1 Maoh nwnbcr and slso -!ith increasing &nol& number, the latter 
varietion being bc'witcn R;;% end %T. Most of the inconsistcncics 
between the different c.xperinenttnl data are genuine effects due, 
probably, to ~Y~i'fcrcnccs in the free-strc.:m tur3ulcnce conditions in 
different wind tutd.3. As indic,ated .>bove, the end. of the leminar 
"foot" occurs at the transition position, and this occurs at a lower 
Reynolds number when the tunnel turbulenca is high. This reduction 
in the length of the lam&w "foot" is accompanied by a fall in the 
pressure pT at the top of the "foot" so that the values of C 
low in tunnels with high turbulence lcvcls. 

pT are 

Since separation ocours in the region of relatively steep 
pressure gradient at the upstreem end of the laminar "foot", the 
prcssurc coefficient ?t separation is lowr than the coefficient at the 
top of the foot. Moreover, for the reasons described above, the 
pressure coefficient at separation should be indepcndcnt of the position 
of transition downstream so that good correlation would be expected 
between the results obtained in different wind tunnels. IIowevcr, the 
position of separation is very difficult to determine experimentally 
and this leads to inconsistencies. 
Ref. 4 gclvc values of ps/po 

The measurements reported in 
of 1.14, l.lL, and. 1.33 at M = 2, 3 and 4 

respectively (the oorrcsponding values of Cps sre 0.050, 0.022 and 
0.0299. 
2x10 

The Reynolds number P. varied in the experiments bekeen 

Ps/ 0. 
to 4x10s and over this range appeared to have no effect on 

P 
This may appear to be inconsistent prith the variation of 

PT PO with R, (sco Fig. 7), but tl& is not so since b 
expected to Ciecreasc vlth incrcazdng R, even for consten kypy be 
because the laminar "foot" becomes shorter as Ro is raised. However, 
in view of the difficulties nssociatad with the accurate mcesurcmcnt of 
PS it is possible that thcrc is some variation with Rc;molds number 
which has passed undetected. The theories of Ritter a~‘~id Ku09 and 

z':spr&y tgF*y:o:&a ~4011, ushg a simple &&Zo% shoula 
ssuro timreose at soparetion p 

argument, suggostcd that ps - p. is pr0potiionalto q. 
Stewartson v?ho assumed (in the authors' vicar incorrectly) that the 
pressure distribution acting on the boundary layer upstream of 
separation is the semc as the theoretical pressure distribution through 
a shock wave v&th the snmo prossurc increase, predicted a variation as R-2/S 0 * 

As ro ards 
Gada prcdictca'~ 

the magnitude of the pressure rise at separation 

RO = 2.5x10" 
that ps/po for XI = 2, 3 rind 4 and 

~lould ‘OC 1.10, 1.18 ana 1.27 respectively, whilst 
Ritter and I(uo found9 that ps/po = 1.10 for M = 2 and 
R, = 5 x <OS. It is seen that these values are of the same order 
as the experimental velues given above. 

It is worth noting thet according to C&d's theory the.prcssure 
ratio at separation is roughly equal at all Mach numbers in the range 
2-4 to the rmxirmu? pressure ratio produced by the reflexion of a shock 
of I0 dzflcxion en@, or by a 2' wedge on the wall. 

3./ 

"Vnen the boundary-layer ws not formed on a flat plate in the 
experiments, R, is the effective flnt plate Reynolds number defined. as 
follows. Consider a flat plate in a strwmytith the same external flow 
velocity, kinematic viscosity end N?ch number as nt 0. At sor?e 
position P on the plate the boundary-layer thickness will be the same 
as th: boundaT-layer thiclness ot 0. Then R, is defined es the 
Reynolds number based on the distance from P to tho leading edge of 
the flat Plato. 
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3. Results for Turbulent Layers 

Ii%en, say, a strong obliqe shock strokes a turbulent boundary 
layer, a flow pattern and pressure distribution as in Fig,. 8 is often 
observed. In these ciroumstances,sepwation occurs well ahead of the 
shock. There is a corresponding kink in the pressure distribution at 
the wall because the pressure gradient is very 3tecp upstream of 
separation but becomes much less steep where the boundery layer is veil 
separated. It is possible to &fine a ki?tic pressure pi as the 
intersection of the wimum and. minimum slope tangents, as in Fig. 8. 
A kink pressure can a150 be iietermined in interactions with normal 
shocks w-d vrertgcs on the wdl if these are such as to 0ause a considerable 
extent of separated flow. The equilibrium conditions discussed above 
then apply to the flow in the kink region, so that p&p0 and the 
00rresponding pressure coefficient SK exe mainly dependent only on 
conditions at 0. The pressure ps at the separdion position, which 
can be (Lctermined by surface tube measurements, is nesr to pi. 

In interactions between a step and a turbulent boundary Lyer 
it is less easy to define a kink pressure because the pressure 
distribution is then rounded over, as in Fig. 2. However if the step 
is sufficiently high there is a well defined pesk P in the pressure 
distribution ahead of the step. The pressure pp at the pcsk oan 
easily be dcterrnined from the pressure distributions or less accurately 
from the angle of the flrnv at the edge of the boundary layer in a 
schlieren photograph. The ratio &p. and the correspoa pressUre 
coefficient $p arc again ndnly dependent on conditions 0.t. 0, and 
'are insensitive to step height for suffioicntly large step heights. 
The peak pressure is, as &clic,-ted in Eg. 2, appreciably higher than 
the pressure at separation. 

In F5g. 9 all the avxd.able data on the kink pressure and the 
separation pressure 3re presented. The kink pressure coefficient 
Cs end the separation pressure coefficient cps are plo‘cted against 
Reynolds number Rt based on the distenoc from 0 to the effective 
leading edge of the turbulent boundary-layer. Althou&h there is a 
tendency for CpK wd. Cps to decrense with inoressing Rt, the 
results are too few and scattered for the magnitude of the decrease to 
be reliably estimated. The decrease is, holrevcr, evidently quite 3md.l 
and in E.g. 10, where the pressure coefficients ore plotted against 
%ch number, mw.n curves nre ~&I-X i-ihich tnkc no nccoun2 of the variation 
with Reynolds number, Most of the expcri~~ntal value3 of in 
Figs. p and IO were obtained from surface-tube measurements. 

$0 
However, 

the cl&n in Fig. IO at the lavest &0h number were obtained from tests on 
aerofoils at transonic speed.3, and here the onset of scp7rdiOn ~a3 
de&cea fram Schlieren photographs and. from the W~JT in which the kink 
pressure pi; varies with p. when the free-stream Mach number is 
gradually inwcased throu& the region in xhxh separation first 000llrS'~. 

It is useful to note that, according to the curve in Fig. 10, 
the pressure mtio at separation is roughly equal at nll&ch numbers 
greater than 1.5 to the artximm pressure ratio pro&ced by the regular 
reflection of a shook of 5 deg. &flection angle or by a IO deg. wedge -4..L-_l--> L- A,.. -..I, 
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Gomprrrison is possible betire-ieen the expcrimcntal results 
described above and the prodictions of scvenl thcorios. Gada' 0 
considers the pressure at separation, and fin& that it is independent 
of Reynolds number and related to the Nach nmbcr as shovm ti Fig. 10. 
The curve sham corrcqxnds t3 n different choice of empirical constant 
to t&t m?dc in Ref. IO. The theory of Tyler and Shapiro20 is concerned 
with the poak prsssurc, md it predicts a small effect of Reynolds number 
in the opposite sc)nsc to -Lhat found by experiment. Howover, as an be 
seen from Fig. 12 the prcdictcd values of C* arc of the same order as 
those measurcrl, and the trcncl of variation Gi.th Maoh number is of the 
tight sign. Crooco and Probstein~ are ralso concerned with the peak 
pressure coefficient C@. Their results care independent of Reynolds 
number and as con be seen in Fig. 12 agree quite riellwith experiment 
if a suitable choice of empirical con&ant is m&. 

4. The Conditions Lading to Do~daw-Lqa- Separation 

Separation does not necessarily occur whenever the boundary 
layor is subjected to a pressure incrcasc greater than that 
corresponding to the aep3raticn pressure ratio discussed in the 
prccecding sections. This 1s because in some types of interaction 
the equilibrium conditions apply only after cxtcnsive separation has 
occurred, and the separation point has moved well upstream of the 
agency used to impose the pressure rise. The conditions leading to 
the first occurrcncc of separation then depend not only on the 
frco-stream Niih number and the characteristics of the undisturbed 
boundary-layer, but also on the nlturc of tho agency used to produce 
the pressure rise. For exam+; in interactions with oblique shock 
Vaves ECneratCd by sn external wcclgo or a ~d.gc ,?ttachcd to the wall, 
whcthcr separation is prcscnt or nol+&+eeer& a ccnsidcrnblc part of1 'L 
the pressure rise occurs dmtnstre=l of the point ?Alero the shock 
strikes the boun&ry-hycr or the w&lgc apex position. Sepation 
dots not then occur ti&iately the total pressure rise cxcceds the 
pressure rise to separation considcrcd above, bccausc the appropriate 
equilibrium conditions do not apply. Especially at high J&h 
numbers a coneidcrably grcctcr prcsnurc rise is in fact required 
before any appreciable ex-tont"of separstcd flow is form& 

In other oases it is possible that separation will occur when 
the overall pressure rise: is less than the prcsuurc rise to separation 
considered above. Thus in the i'lar up a step, separation must occur 
however small the step height, but tho overall prcssura increase 
produced by the step will presunnbly fall smoothly to zero as the step 
height is reduced to zoro. For smll step heights the equilibrium 
conditions discussed above will not apply since the local affects of 
the step will become ocnf'uscd lrith the cffccts due to boundary-layer 
thickening. This is only true for very s!mll stop heights, howcvcr, 
and for turbulent boundary-layers the equilibrium conditions appear to 
apply at separation, provided that the step height exceeds about half 
a bouncirrrgr-layer thickness. 

For nom1 shock waves, the pressure increase becomes very 
large at lugh upstrcem I&nch numbers, end scpiration ak~ys occurs. 
On t!7o-dimensional aerofoils in tr,snsonic 
boundary-layers, 

fly6.+9$h turbulent 
separation is found to occur ) when the local &oh 

number imncdiatcly upstrcem of the shock cxcceds npproximatcly 1.23. 
The ccrrcspon&ing prcssuro coefficient across the shock is founil to be 
about 0.38 which is in good agrcemcnt (see Pig. IO) with the pressure 
coeff'icicllt for separation under equilibrium conditiors. It should be 
noted, however, that the prcssurc ratio across the shock is considerably 
less than that calculated for the upstream Mach number by means of the 
normal--,hock equations. This neons that the shock lmst be followed 
closely by fill expansion although, et the wall, a continuous increase of 

pressure/ 
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pressure occurs because the boundary-layer smooths out the local pressure 
peak. This expansion arises partly because the thickening of the 
boundary-layer at the shock reduces the stream-tube arcas in the subsonic 
flow doi+mtresm, and partly7 because of the pressure gradient in the 
limited region of s+ersonic flori. Thus, the Mach number just ahead of 
the shcck varies from a maximum near the wall to unity at the outer edge 
of the supcrson~ region so that the presaare timediately behind the 
shock must be ,qeater near the v&.1 thsn further out in the flow. To 
enable the flovr to follow; the convex surfnoe of the aerofoil, the pressure 
must fall as the w3U is approache& 3rd suitable expsnsions must occur to 
make this possible. 

The conclusions which emerge from the foregoing evidence are 
that whenever any appreciable extent of separated. flow occurs the pressure 
r3tio at separation is spproxisnately as discussed in sectiori 2 and 3, 
but it is seldom possible to formdate simple rules as to rihat conditions 
are necessary for separation to occur with any particular configuration. 
However it is certainly safe to say that if the usual separation pressure 
ratio is not exoeeded, separation, if it cccurs at all, willbc very 
limited in extent. 

List of Symbols 

x0 

% 

xt 

Rt 

M 

P 

PO 

Plc 

Pm3.x 

Ps 

e 

?P 

cP 

distance from leading-edge to 0. 

Reynolds number based on length x0 and free-stream values 
of velocity and kincrnatic viscosity. 

distance from effect-ive leading edge of turbulent 
boundary-layer to 0. 

Reynolds number basd on length xt and free-stream values 
of velocity and. kinerontic viscosity. 

free-stream i%.ch number (just outsidc boundzry layer at 0). 

static pressure 

p in free-stream or 3t point 0 just upstream of region 
of int em& ion 

P st 'Mnk" in pressure distribution zt walld.th separated 
turbulent bounrlzry-layers (see mg. 8). 

peak value of p 3ttained at wall in region of interaction. 

p at wall 3t separation point. 

p at "top" (point of inflexion) of lsn&n8r foot (see Fig. 4). 

p at the peak in the pressure distribution ahcad of a step 
(see Fig. 2). 

2 
pressure coefficient --- _9. - 1 , 

( > fla PO 
where y = 1.4: 

suffices corresponding to p. 
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Pressure coefficients at kink and separation as functions of Reynolds number for turbulent 
. boundary layers -- 



FIG. IO. 
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Curve for kink pressure at “average” Reynolds No., 
. from F;g, 3. 
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----- Curve for separation pressure at “average” %nolds No., 
from F1’g 9. 

-.---- Curves from NPL. aerofoii tests, uncertain Reynolds No., 
“artificial” transition (a) kink, (b) separation 

------------- Theoretical curve for separation deduced as in Ref. IO 
but with empirical constant L&en as 0.54 instead of 0.60 

Pressure coefficients at kink and separtion as functions of 
Mach numbers for turbulent boundaryha 
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o Moeckel ” M = I.84 From photographs 
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v c Data quoted by Lange M = 1 93 
q d Data quoted by Lange M = 2*41 

e Data quoted by Lange M = 2.45 From pressure 
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o g Data quoted by Lange M = 3.65 

h Data quoted by Lange M = 3.03 
L Kepler et al I9 M =3 I 

j Donaldson et al” M = 3.03 From photographs 

Pressure coefficients at peak for flow upas as functions of Rqnolds number for turbulent boundary&a 
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FIG- 12. 
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Curve at “average” Rynolds number from Fig II 
----------- Theoretical curve of Ref ‘20 for R = IO’ 
----- Theoretical curve of Ref 21, with empirical 

constant = 0.054 
-.-_-_ Kink pressure curve of Fig IO, for compenson 

Pressure coefflclents at peak for flow up steps as 
function of Mach number for turbulent boundary layers. -v 
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